Carrestream Dental at the 2011 BDA Annual Conference & Exhibition

Carrestream Dental is set to make a splash at this year’s BDA Dental Conference & Exhibition, due to take place between the 19th and 21st of May 2011 at the Manchester Central Convention Complex. Carrestream Dental remains a market leader in the provision of practical and educational solutions for the dental profession, with products such as: - The updated R4 practice management software. This innovative dental practice management system now comes with several new and advanced modules, including the Sitemaker database, which helps track in-office procedures. This system also offers support of instrument use, and the Communicator, for enhanced patient education sessions that lead to increased treatment acceptance rates.

• Smartguide. For practices looking for a stress-free, efficient way to safeguard practice records and update software, Carrestream’s remote data backup system provides a convenient solution at an affordable price.

An extensive range of user-friendly and highly sophisticated dental imaging solutions, from the ergonomically-designed RCV line of intraoral imaging sensors, to the highly flexible Rfidind 9500 3D cone-beam scanner. Delegates looking for a way to make the diagnostic bar and increase profitability should make their way to stand C57 to find out more.

For more information visit carrestreamdental.co.uk or email info@carrestreamdental.com or call 01483 240 100.
Takara Belmont

Takara Belmont will this year be displaying its range of treatment centres, the Cleo II, Clera II and Viper II. All facilitate multiple working methods and dental procedures whilst offering optimum patient comfort at all times, making each a flexible and versatile addition to any surgery.

With ease of access and consultation in mind each Treatment Centre has foldaway or removable armrests whilst the Clera II has its unique and valuable folding leg rest. A diverse range of delivery systems are also available, the Clera II for example can be supplied with traditional Over- Patient Holder or contemporaneous Rod type, Cabinet or Mobile Cart options.

Total flexibility of use made possible by the Viper II which has the advantage of being ambidextrous whilst the Clera II can be factory modified for either left or right handed use. Functionality can be further increased by the addition of factory build-in features such as micro motors, fibre optics, scalers and LED curing lights. All models are available in both air and electric versions.

Each model boasts durable, easy to clean upholstery in a vast array of colours, and LED curing lights. Additions such as build-in features like micro motors, fibre optics, scalers and LED curing lights.

Like its predecessors the Ultra and Cordless Plus Water Flossers, the Nano™ is clinically proven to be twice as effective as traditional string floss at removing plaque biofilm.

Remotely retaining at £49.99, BDA Conference attendees will be able to purchase the Nano™ at a special conference discount. Alternatively, they can pick up their free sample Nano™ by attending the Waterpik® seminar. Details and vouchers will be available from the Waterpik® stand (A4).

Committee to patient oral health, Water Pik, Inc. is proud to be launching the Nano™ Water Flosser exclusively to BDA delegates.

For more information on the range of Waterpik® Water Flossers speak to your wholesaler or visit www.waterpik.co.uk

A-dec

A-dec will be exhibiting at the 2011 BDA Conference in Manchester and look forward to the opportunity of welcoming you to Stand D19 to experience a selection of equipment packages and cabinetry from the current range, including the new A-dec 200.

Members of the A-dec team will also be on hand to give guidance and advice where required.

As one of the world’s leading dental equipment manufacturers, A-dec designs, builds, and markets much of what you see in the dental treatment room. Our range includes chairs, stools, delivery systems, dental lights, cabinets and infection control units along with a full line of accessory options.

For further information about the A-dec range, contact us today: Tel 0800 233235 (Freephone) or 02476 330901 Email: info@a-dec.co.uk

www.a-dec.com

For more information or to subscribe please call Joe Aspis on 020 7400 8969 or email joe@dentaltribuneuk.com